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EXPANSION: New IBC models
and a high-performance
infrastructure in Turkey
Istanbul

Ankara

Izmir

Our licensee Deren Ambalaj is planning extensive expansions in the greater
Istanbul area: With a new state-of-the-art blow moulding machine and an ultra
modern new hall construction, customers will benefit from an expanded product
range and even higher delivery security. These expansion measures consolidate the market
leadership in Turkey. In the future, packaging for particularly demanding filling products from
our FOODCERT and CLEANCERT product lines will also be produced on site and the MX-EX IBC
will expand the local portfolio for use in Ex-zones.

Deren Ambalaj in Tuzla, Istanbul has more than 30 years
of experience in the plastic packaging segment and,
thanks to this expertise, quickly became the leading
regional manufacturer of industrial packaging systems.
The company has been producing ECOBULK models
in original SCHÜTZ quality since 2015. Through our

successful cooperation, we were able to further expand
the global SCHÜTZ IBC production network in the
Middle East and South-east European regions. Due to
the rapidly growing demand and the increased quantities over the past few years, Deren Ambalaj is now
investing in a new, ultra-modern three-layer extrusion
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blow moulding machine and thus expanding its With these investments, all signs continue to point
capacity for IBC production. In keeping with our sus- towards expansion. The construction of a new protainability strategy, the new blow moulding machine duction hall that meets all the requirements for the
is at the highest level of technology and is extremely manufacture of our FOODCERT IBCs is already being
energy-efficient. As an additional system, it increases planned. The necessary certification according to the
the reliability of local container production as a whole. FSSC 22000 industrial standard is currently being prepared in cooperation with
In the future, industries with the highest
The production of the most
the SCHÜTZ specialists. In
hygiene requirements in the Middle
modern IBCs for use in
the future, industries with
East and South-east Europe will also be
explosion-protected areas is
the highest hygiene requireoptimally supplied by Deren Ambalaj.
also possible with the new
ments – such as the food
blow moulding machine. In addition to the already industry – in the Middle East and South-east Europe
established, particularly robust ECOBULK SX-EX, which will be optimally supplied by Deren Ambalaj. Our parthas a special steel hull, the lighter MX-EX will also be ner will also produce the well-known CLEANCERT IBCs
available from Deren Ambalaj. With a conductive or for use with sensitive products from the non-food
antistatic outer layer, this type of container also offers sector, which require the highest level of safety and
complete protection in Ex-zones and impresses with technical cleanliness, after the new hall has been comits excellent handling properties. Customers and the pleted.
environment benefit equally from the lower operating
weight.
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